Dear participants,

Ochrona przed Korozją (Corrosion Protection) is the only one Polish journal entirely dedicated to the corrosion prevention issues (ISSN: 0473-7733, e-ISSN 2449-9501), being published from 1958. Ochrona przed Korozją is indexed in Master Journal List (Emerging Sources Citation Index), BazTech, ICI Journal Master List (Index Copernicus), ProQuest, ARIANTA, PBN-POL-Index and Google Scholar. According to the latest ranking by Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education, Ochrona przed Korozją was given 12 points out of 15, which is definitely a satisfactory result. In 2017 European Federation od Corrosion (EFC) decided to add our journal to the official journals of the EFC.

The journal was selected by Polish Corrosion Society for paper submission from Eurocorr 2018 that will be held in Krakow.

All the research articles are reviewed. What is more, our journal is mostly published in both English and Polish. We deliver its paper versions to our subscribers, whereas the electronic one is available on our Technical Information Portal http://www.sigma-not.pl/.

We would like to invite research teams to publish your articles in our journal. We are in a constant search of experienced researchers and specialists who are willing to share their knowledge with others. Your contribution would be highly appreciated. Editorial requirements and editors policy are available on the journal’s website: www.ochronaprzekorozja.com

E-mail for submitting manuscript: redakcja@ochronaprzekorozja.pl

We invite you to submit your papers!

Sincerely yours
Malgorzata Zubielewicz
Editor-in-Chief